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ABSTRACT

Nonequilibrium quasiparticles are ubiquitous in superconducting electronics. These quasiparticles can trap in the internal Andreev bound
states of a phase-biased Josephson junction, providing a mechanism for studying their presence and behavior. We characterize a quasiparticle
trapping detector device based on a two junction aluminum nanobridge superconducting quantum interference device incorporated into a
transmission line resonator. When the device is flux-biased, distinct resonant frequencies develop depending on the trapped quasiparticle
number. We demonstrate continuous detection of up to 3 trapped quasiparticles, with detection of a trapped quasiparticle with a signal-to-noise
ratio of 27 in 5ls. We describe initial measurements of quasiparticle behavior and discuss the possible optimization and application of such
detector devices.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0063445

Superconducting qubits and other low-temperature supercon-
ducting electronics have ubiquitous populations of quasiparticles
(QPs) far above their thermal equilibrium prevalence.1–7 These QPs
can cause loss,8 spurious excitation,9 and spectral noise when tunnel-
ing across qubit junctions. Even when QP populations are extraordi-
narily low,10 rare bursts of QPs can induce correlated errors that are
difficult to address with error correction algorithms.11,12 QPs may be
generated by stray infrared photons,13 cosmic rays and other high-
energy radiation sources,11,12,14,15 or materials defects.16 Many experi-
ments have probed QP behavior via their tunneling across Josephson
junctions in charge-sensitive transmons,9,17–19 giving valuable insight
into their effects on qubits. However, these measurements are discrete
and cannot distinguish between 0 and 2 tunneling events. Trapping
measurements20–24 provide a tool for continuous, nonsaturating mon-
itoring of QP behavior. Furthermore, QP traps have been proposed as
a tool to mitigate QPs’ effects on qubits,5,17,25,26 as QPs may diffuse
great distances after being generated.12,15,27 The trapping process itself
is, thus, worthy of study, in addition to providing insight into bulk QP
behavior.

In this Letter, we characterize a device optimized for continu-
ous, non-saturating measurements of QP trapping in Andreev
states. Using microwave reflectometry, we are able to continuously
detect 0, 1, and 2 or more trapped quasiparticles in 5 ls with a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 27. By altering the detector bias, we
are also able to distinguish 3, 2, and 1 or fewer QPs. We discuss
straightforward improvements that can further improve SNR and
allow detection of many more trapped QPs at a single bias point.
Our device provides a prototype for detectors optimized for con-
tinuous measurements of QP behavior and properties and for
studies of the dynamics of Andreev states coupled to resonant
cavities.

In the semiconductor picture of the Josephson effect, supercur-
rent is carried by electrons/holes traveling in 1 dimensional conduc-
tion channels. At the junction boundaries, the electron (hole) reflects
as a hole (electron).28 This Andreev reflection causes a 62e charge
transfer, where e is the elementary charge, and, thus, transmits a
Cooper pair across the junction. Each channel forms a pair of Andreev
bound states with energies
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whereD is the superconducting gap, s is the transmittivity of the chan-
nel, and d is the phase bias across the junction. In the semiconductor
picture, the Fermi energy is 0, so at temperatures T � D=kB, normally
the upper Andreev state is unoccupied and the lower state is occupied,
carrying the supercurrent across the junction. This is the channel’s jgi
state with total energy �EA. QPs in the bulk only exist at energies
greater than D (or as unoccupied states below �D), so it is energeti-
cally favorable for a QP to drop into the unoccupied upper Andreev
state, bringing the channel to the joi state with 0 energy. This
“poisons” the channel, eliminating it from carrying supercurrent and
increasing the Josephson inductance. The lower-level QP may also be
promoted to the upper Andreev level, bringing the channel to the jei
and producing twice the inductance shift of the joi state; or this QP
may be cleared from the junction completely, creating another degen-
erate 0-energy joi state with 0 supercurrent (see the supplementary
material). Researchers have demonstrated continuous monitoring of
QPs’ trapping in point contact22 and semiconductor nanowire23,24

junctions; however, these junctions have few channels and so quickly
saturate as QP detectors.

Three dimensional aluminum nanobridge Josephson junctions
achieve good phase confinement and nonlinearity in an all-
superconducting design.29–31 Importantly, nanobridges comprise many
conduction channels (�100–1000) with s � 1, approximately following
the Dorokhov distribution qðsÞ ¼ p�hG

2e2
1

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�s

p , where G is the junction’s

normal-state conductance.32 When 2 identical nanobridges are placed in
a loop, forming a superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID), the junctions’ phase bias d is simply set by the flux bias U as
d ¼ p/, where / � U=U0 and U0 is the flux quantum. In an Al nano-
bridge SQUID near half-flux (d � p=2), a channel with s � 1 has
EAþ=h � 29GHz, or a trap depth of ðD� EAÞ=h � 12GHz, far greater
than the thermal energy at 15 mK. These junctions, thus, function as QP
traps with many deep trap states when they are phase-biased.

Our device consists of a co-planar waveguide (CPW) resonator
in which the center trace is terminated by a nanobridge SQUID; see
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Fabrication details are given in the supplementary
material. The fundamental (quarter-wavelength) mode of our resona-
tor with zero flux through the SQUID is at x0ð0Þ ¼ 2p� 4:302GHz
and has linewidth j ¼ 2p� 250 kHz, largely set by the coupling to
the microwave feedline. This device was imaged and found to have
junctions that appear nearly identical visually; past studies indicate
that they may, thus, be treated as symmetric.30,31 Trapping in either
junction produces a similar resonant frequency shift, and so, for QP
detector applications, they may be thought of as a single junction with
twice the number of channels. We note that the resonator energy per
photon is much smaller than the trap depth at high flux bias, so
absorption of resonator photons should not appreciably affect the qua-
siparticle states (see the supplementary material).

Our measurement setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1(c). A
signal generator provides a drive tone at xdð/Þ � x0ð/Þ � j=2. A
power splitter sends half of this power into the dilution refrigerator
where it is attenuated then (in some cooldowns) filtered by K&L
12GHz and Eccosorb low-pass filters. The drive tone is circulated to
reflect off our device, which is flux tunable via a DC coil in the packag-
ing, and amplified by a traveling wave parametric amplifier33

(TWPA), which is pumped at 8.078GHz. The reflected signal is fur-
ther amplified before IQ demodulation with reference to the original
signal. The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components are 15MHz
low-pass filtered before digitization at 300 MSa/s. Raw data are down-
sampled to 10 MSa/s before saving.

We first characterize our device with ensemble-averaged vector
network analyzer (VNA) measurements of the resonance. Figure 2(a)
shows resonance measurements at flux biases of / ¼ 0 and / ¼ 0:49,
taken on a cooldown in which the K&L and Eccosorb filters were
removed. The / ¼ 0:49 trace in orange shows two shallow peaks at
�0.5 and 1MHz below the main resonance. These are the resonance
peaks with 1 and 2 trapped QPs, respectively, showing the resonance
shifting due to the change in nanobridge inductance. These ensemble
measurements average over all possible QP trapping configurations,
and so a resonance peak amplitude corresponds to the probability of
that configuration. We then move on to time-domain IQ measure-
ments as described above. Panels (b) and (c) are log-scale histograms
showing 30 s of continuous IQ data for / ¼ 0 (in blue) and / ¼ 0:47
(in orange), respectively. The data shown has been integrated by con-
volving with a Gaussian window of effective integration time

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr

p

¼ 3ls. In the finite-flux data of panel (c), we can immediately see

FIG. 1. (a) Device schematic. A CPW resonator (green) is grounded via a two-
junction Al nanobridge SQUID (magenta). Flux bias through the SQUID phase-
biases the junctions as d ¼ p/. (b) Optical image of the device with inset SEM
images of the SQUID (magenta) and a nanobridge junction (orange). (c) Simplified
measurement schematic. A tone at xd continuously drives the flux-tunable resona-
tor. The reflected signal is amplified by a TWPA at base stage followed by a HEMT
at 4 K and room temperature amplifiers. Isolators between HEMT and room temper-
ature amplifiers are not shown to conserve space. The amplified signal is homo-
dyne demodulated, and I and Q components are low-pass filtered at 15 MHz, then
digitized by an Alazar ATS9371 at 300 MSa/s, and down-sampled to 10 MSa/s
before saving. Microwave lines are optionally filtered at base stage by K&L 12GHz
and custom Eccosorb 110 low-pass filters.
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three distinct modes with excellent separation in the log scale plots.
The darkest peak (lower left), with the most counts by far, is due to the
response with 0 QPs in Andreev traps. The next darkest (upper center)
is from having 1 QP trapped, while the lightest mode (middle right) is
from 2 QPs in Andreev traps and/or excitation of a single channel into
the jei state. Trapping of more than 2 QPs moves the resonance multi-
ple linewidths and, thus, saturates the change in response to additional
trapping, so these counts lie on top of the 2-QP distribution. We later
discuss methods for avoiding this saturation. By probing at a fre-
quency close to the 2-QP resonant frequency, we are able to observe 0,
1, 2, and 3 QP modes, confirming that we do indeed see multiple QPs’
trapping and not simply the jei state of a single channel; data are
shown in the supplementary material. We have verified that these
modes are indeed due to Andreev trapping of QPs by measuring the
weights of each mode in the presence of a “clearing tone” at 17GHz.
A trapped QP may absorb a photon from this tone and so be pro-
moted back into the bulk continuum; the frequency was chosen to be
greater than the trap depth and because it happens to couple efficiently
into the device. We find that the tone causes the 1- and 2-QP mode
counts decrease, while the 0-QP mode counts increase. We have also
observed that both the separations and the weights of the modes
increase as a function of flux, which agrees qualitatively with a QP
trapping picture (see the supplementary material).

We now turn to extracting the QP trap occupation as a function
of time from the continuous IQ data. To optimize our analysis proce-
dures, we choose data that stress the detector’s capabilities. We use
data from a cooldown with the K&L and Eccosorb filters, which
reduces QP generation by infrared radiation and, thus, shows a much
lower QP number than that shown in Fig. 2,9 and use a low resonator
drive power chosen to ensure that the drive does not affect the QP
configuration (see the supplementary material). We increase the inte-
gration time to 5ls to compensate for this loss of SNR. We first fit his-
tograms using a Gaussian mixture expectation–maximization
algorithm implemented by the Python module available from scikit-
learn.34 This module takes in a subset of data, assigns each point to
one of the specified number of modes, and then tweaks assignments
and mode parameters to maximize the total likelihood for all data and
all modes. The result is a set of 3 Gaussian modes describing the data,
shown by their 1-r (solid) and 2-r (dashed) contours overlaying the
histogram in Fig. 3(a). We, then, assign each time-series point to the
mode with the highest posterior probability after Bayesian updating
with a three-sample rolling memory window to update the prior (see
the supplementary material). Unfortunately, the Gaussian mixture fit
is unreliable in terms of quality of fit and reproducibility of Gaussian
mode parameters, which can vary significantly even when refitting the
same data with the same initial guess. This unreliability is apparent
from the fit distributions shown, which do not faithfully represent the
means of the 1- and 2-QP modes.

To improve the fits, we need to “initialize” the trapped QP con-
figuration, thereby isolating each Gaussian mode for independent fit-
ting. This is challenging, as we have no direct control of the trapped
QP number. Fortunately, the Gaussian mixture procedure assigns
most data points to the correct occupation. We use this initial assign-
ment to fit the mean lifetime of each mode hsii and, then, identify
periods in the time series when the extracted QP occupation is station-
ary for at least 4hsii. By stitching these “quiet periods” together, we
build up large distributions of data points that are pre-assigned to
modes. Each distribution is then independently fit to a Gaussian to fix
its mean and covariance. Finally, the full dataset is fit to a mixture of 3
Gaussians with these same means and covariances, with the weight of
each mode as the only free parameters. Figure 3(b) shows the result,
with 1-r (solid) and 2-r (dashed) contours overlaying the data histo-
gram. It is immediately evident that the quiet periods method produ-
ces a better quality of fit.

We extract QP occupation from time series as before with
updated Gaussian parameters. Figure 3(c) shows two 0.5ms sections
of data with a 5ls Gaussian convolution. These sections were chosen
to demonstrate switching events and are far more “active” than typical
data, which mostly stays in the 0 QP mode. The background shading
represents the extracted QP trap occupation (light blue for 0 QPs, dark
blue for 1, and orange for 2 or more). Transitions between the 3 con-
figurations are clearly visible and appear to be faithfully captured by
the assignment algorithm. The detector’s SNR at our operating param-
eters (�4 photon drive power, 5ls integration), defined as the separa-
tion of mode centers in the IQ plane squared divided by a product of
their standard deviations along the line between them, is 27 for 0–1
distinguishability, 32 for 1–2, and 30 for 0–2. The 0–1 SNR gives a
detector noise floor of 6:1� 10�4 QPs/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, i.e., we can detect

0.00061 of the signal from a QP trapping with SNR¼ 1 after 0.5 s of
integration, assuming a stationary occupation.

FIG. 2. (a) Ensemble measurement of resonator response at 0 flux (blue) and at
/ ¼ 0:49 (orange). When / ¼ 0:49, distinct peaks are visible roughly 0.5 and
1 MHz below resonance, corresponding to 1 and 2 trapped QPs, respectively. (b)
Histogram of continuous IQ data taken at 0 flux for 30 s. Data have a 10MHz sam-
ple rate and have been convolved with a Gaussian window with effective integration
time of 3 ls. (c) Data taken at / ¼ 0:47 with the same procedure as panel b. The
darkest mode is due to the resonance with 0 trapped QPs. The second darkest,
located near (I,Q) ¼ (12, 15 mV), corresponds to 1 trapped QP, and the last mode
corresponds to 2 or more trapped QPs (as this mode corresponds to the resonance
moving far from the drive frequency).
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We now briefly describe the QP behavior measured with our
device (see the supplementary material for more detail). We see a
mean trap occupation of nqp¼ 0.0185, state occupation probabilities
of P0 ¼ 0:983; P1 ¼ 0:0155; P2 ¼ 0:00148, and state lifetimes of
s0 ¼ 728ls; s1 ¼ 12:7ls; s2 ¼ 4:73 ls. These lifetimes are corrected
for the detector bandwidth assuming Poisson switching processes.35

The distributions of lifetimes do appear Poissonian in the long-time
limit, but better SNR (discussed below) may resolve fast events, which
may show non-Poisson behavior. We also note that we see transitions
between all three of the 0, 1, and 2 QP modes. We attribute the 0–2
transitions to either correlated trapping of 2 QPs in less than a detector
bandwidth or direct jgi ! jei excitation of a single channel; spectro-
scopic measurements of the trapped QPs should be able to distinguish
between these processes (see the supplementary material). Future
work will probe switching rates as a function of bias and environmen-
tal parameters (e.g., flux and temperature), analyze correlations
between switching events, and develop more sophisticated state-
assignment algorithms that do not assume independent (Poisson)
switching.

We note that our device is not fully optimized for high sensitivity.
While the resonant frequency was kept low in order to be less than the
trap depth, raising the resonance slightly to�6GHz by shortening the
waveguide would increase the participation ratio of the nanobridge
inductance to total inductance while still remaining far below trap-
clearing frequencies. Similarly, reducing the resonator’s characteristic
impedance from 50 X to an easily achievable �30X would further
reduce the linear inductance, increasing sensitivity. Additionally, the
TWPA used as a first-stage amplifier had a moderate � 15 dB gain
(due to being operated near the edge of its bandwidth) and adds noise
above the quantum limit. Adding a standard parametric amplifier
with a near-quantum-limited noise temperature and 20 dB of gain as a
preamplifier will further improve the SNR. We may also trade off
some of this sensitivity and increase the resonator bandwidth, thus
allowing for detection of more than 2 QPs without saturating the
response. We also note the possibility of detecting higher numbers of
trapped QPs by probing the device with multiple probe tones simulta-
neously. By performing heterodyne measurement of probe tones

centered on, e.g., the 1-, 3-, and 5-QP resonant frequencies, and corre-
lating the measured outcomes, we should be able to detect up to 6
trapped QPs with a similar device.

In conclusion, we have developed a device for the ultra-low-noise
continuous detection of up to 2 quasiparticles trapping in Andreev
bound states. Our device is capable of detecting a trapped QP with a
SNR of 27 in 5ls, giving it a noise floor of 6:1� 10�4 QPs/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
.

Straightforward extensions are possible to higher sensitivity and QP
saturation number. Our device can be used for QP studies, including
statistical analysis of trapping and untrapping rates and trap occupa-
tion, spectroscopic measurements of trapped QP energy distributions,
effects of environmental variables, such as temperature, and testing of
QP mitigation techniques.

See the supplementary material for fabrication details, participa-
tion ratio calculations, readout power dependence, methods to extract
multiple quasiparticle occupation, and determine their lifetimes.
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